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1. Introduction 
 
 
The nations which signed the Bologna Declaration, both within the 
EU and beyond, agreed to reform the structures of their own higher 
education systems and to co-ordinate their policies “to reach in the 
short term, and in any case within the first decade of the third 
millennium” a set of objectives to “establish the European area of 
higher education and to promote the European system of higher 
education world-wide” (The Bologna Declaration 1999: 3). Within the 
Declaration, the “establishment of a system of credits, such as in the 
ECTS system, as a proper means of promoting the most widespread 
student mobility” (The Bologna Declaration 1999: 3) was seen as a 
critical success factor for the creation of the European Higher 
Education Area (EHEA). The ECTS specifically mentioned in the 
Declaration refers to the European Credit Transfer System, which was 
developed in 1989 within the ERASMUS Programme (European 
Community Action Scheme for the Mobility of University Students) 
to encourage mobility of students and teachers (European 
Commission, 2002). The success of the ERASMUS programme is 
such that it has become, as De Wit (1996: 6) notes, “the key motor for 
internationalisation of higher education in the European Union […] 
complemented by similar programmes on a global scale: the TEMPUS 
program for co-operation with Central and Eastern Europe”. 

This chapter examines the central elements of the ECTS and the 
way in which they relate to assessment and grading, within a 
European context, before addressing some of the problems with the 
system. More significantly, rather than just assessing the ECTS from 
the point of view of academic and administrative staff, the chapter 
looks at concerns raised by the front-end users of ECTS—the students 



themselves. Clearly, it matters little how technically competent the 
ECTS is—the crucial factor is whether students believe that it is fair, 
and therefore continue to allow it to be used to transfer grades on their 
behalf. If the students perceive that ECTS has a credibility gap, then 
they will cease to consider taking study periods outside their home 
states, and the process of developing the EHEA will be seriously 
curtailed, if not ...  
 
The chapter is 18 pages in total. 
 
It is published in full in the 2009 book English language teaching in 
the European Credit Transfer System, edited by Professor María 
Luisa Pérez Cañado (The University of Jaén, Spain) and published by 
Peter Lang, Bern. 
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